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The year 2011 was the year a big dream came true. A 
dream about leaving Denmark behind and moving to 
New York with intention to stay. It was a year of connect-
ing with a deep sense of purpose. A time of dramatic 
changes that allowed me to begin really growing into 
myself. It was also the year where I was introduced to 
Graphic Facilitation as both a tool and a potential career 
path. And it was a year of many different projects includ-
ing both websites, books and photography. 
If you want to read or re-read the 2011 Annual Report it 
can be downloaded from 
www.mathiasvestergaard.com/2011

Where We Left
2011 recap
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Before we get started
November 9th: Sometimes I like to stop and notice the 
wonderful things around me.
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The year 2011 marked the beginning of a journey. Both 
outward in terms of moving from Denmark to New York, 
but also an inward discovery of meaning and purpose, 
through meditation. In 2012 this journey has continued. 
In fact, it now appears that even the major shifts and 
changes of 2011 were just the preparation. Like an air-
plane getting ready to fly. Loading the passengers. Load-
ing cargo. Checking all the lights. Testing the engines. 
Being pushed back from the gate and slowly taxiing to-
wards the runway. It can be a bumpy ride and if you have 
never flown before, you have no idea what to expect. You 
try to prepare but you don’t know what you’re prepar-
ing for. The crew is giving instructions. Put the life west 
over your head. Blow into the tube. Fasten your seatbelt. 
It was at this moment my 2012 began. Suddenly the 
engines roared, I was thrown back into my seat and held 
on the best I could as the plane launched forward on the 
runway until the speed of the air around the wings was 
fast enough to lift the aircraft from the ground. Up in the 
air. Both litterally and metaphorically. 2012 has been a 
year of immense growth on three levels: socially, I’ve 
found my new family of likeminded peers, professionally, 
my business has really taken off in a very positive way 
and personally, I have grown to be a fuller version of my 
true authentic self. Also it was the year where these three 
things really came together and formed a meaningful 
whole. My social life launched my business. My business 
allowed me to explore personal growth. My personal 
growth fueled back in to my business and my business 
became an integral part of my social life. 
In this annual I have ordered my experiences into three 
main chapters that serve as the main stories of my life 

Settle in 
and take off

this year: finding home, take-off and intention. In the 
end I will sum up some key findings, successes and 
look ahead into 2013. Compared to last year, this annual 
report is less textually heavy. Instead it is based on frag-
ments and drawings from my notebooks throughout the 
year, with various amounts of explanation of context. I 
hope you will enjoy and come along for the ride. 

Mathias Vestergaard
Creative Misfit™

Letter from the board of directors
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Finding 
home
–
I knew that moving to New York City felt like mov-
ing home, however, it was only in 2012 that I fully 
understood why and how. I found my new family of 
peers and I began to feel how home is not so much 
a place as it is a feeling. 
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My new family

On January 19th I stepped onto flight CO64 from Newark 
Airport to Lisbon in order to attend the very first Sandbox 
Global Summit. I had joined the Sandbox community just 
weeks before and was incredibly excited to go, however, 
I would never ever have imagined how much this 72 hour 

conference in a the capital of Portugal would influence 
my life in the rest of 2012. When I was there I simply felt 
I had come home. I felt I was surrounded by likeminded 
people. People to whom I rarely had to explain every-
thing in words. People who saw me. Understood me. 



Global home

In addition to finding my new family in the Sandbox com-
munity, I am also becoming increasingly aware that my 
home is not so much a specific place. The reason why 
New York is home not just because it’s a great and excit-
ing big city, but because it is a global hub that makes me 
feel connected to Sandboxers and other friends around 
the globe. When I left Lisbon on January 23rd I knew that 
I would not be going back to a place that would decrease 
my chances of seeing all these amazing people again. I 
was going back to New York where some of them already 
lived and many of them would surely pass through. 

Even before going to Lisbon I anticipated that 2012 
would be a year that included a bunch of travel. On Jan-

uary 5th I made the map below trying to imagine where 
this year would take me and who I already knew in each 
city. Apart from Memphis and Seoul, I ended up going to 
all the other cities on the map. Lisbon and LA in Janu-
ary, DC in May, London in June, Copenhagen in August, 
Boston in September, and San Francisco in November, 
bringing my total mileage up to roughly 32.000 miles in 
12 months. 

I still very much enjoy flying. Not that it can’t be uncom-
fortable or frustrating and all that. But there is an essen-
tial feeling of ultimate freedom when my body is lifted up 
in the air. The following pages are dedicated to airplanes 
and air travel in different ways. 
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How to build a 1:24 model of a Gulfstream in LEGO



Home in the sky

OdE TO CRJ G650

A CRJ is a small regional jetplane

When I’m on an airplane, everything is quiet in a certain 
way. There’s the steady humming sound of the wind 
(and sometimes the engines if I have a seat in the back) 
and there is a calm atmosphere. Nobody is talking on 
the phone. Rationally it is completely stupid and quite 
unnatural to be suspended in mid air, 30,000 feet up, and 
moving 580 mph. But to me it feels great. It’s like a sense 

of home in the sky. Yes, that’s absurd. But nonetheless 
the feeling is very real to me. This year I wrote two poems 
inspired in different ways by airplanes. One is an ode to 
a particular plane that I very much enjoy. The other just 
takes place on a private jet in an imagined future on July 
8th in the year 2014. Thus the content is an imagined fu-
ture self, a lyrical “I” and should not be equated with me. 
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Take-off
–
I finally learned to get over my own ego and dared 
to ask for help. Less than two months later I had 
launched a new business based on how I ideally 
wanted to work and live. I had clients and profits 
and my biggest dream of the past six years had 
come true. So I dreamed up bigger visions and be-
gan to focus on making them come true. 
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Take-off Early 2012 became a crucial wake-up call for me. While 
preparing my tax returns for 2011 it became increasingly 
clear to me that my way of life had become completely 
out of balance with the money that I was not making. 
In 2011 I had spent about 25,000 USD more than I had 
made, cutting substantially into my savings. I knew that 
something like this was likely to happen after moving 
to a new country and trying to setup a freelance busi-
ness, however, what was bothering me was not that I 
had spent the money. The problem was that there was 
no signs that the trajectory would change. I had still not 
figured out what exactly I was offering to the world and 
how could I expect the world to offer me work if I didn’t 
even know what I had to offer? So I had to figure it out. 
And I’d probably have to ask someone for help. And this 
was when it happened...

On the following page you can see a page from my note-
book on this day. 

Over the edge
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Business model

After getting over my own ego and learning to ask others 
for help I began to dream up my new business model. 
Instead of asking myself: what do I have to offer? and 
coming up with 20 answers as I had always done, I 
instead tried to answer the question: if I could have it any 
way I wanted, how would I want to work? It was remark-
ably difficult to really clearly imagine what I wanted. I 
couldn’t yet see what the actual work would be, but I be-
gan to narrow down how I wanted it to happen. Who my 
ideal clients were. My price model. And also just listing 
things I ideally didn’t want to do. Out of all this, my new 
company ‘Ideas Are Nothing’ was born.  

This page features snippets from different pages of my 
notebook. 
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This page is my surprised account from May 11th when 
I realized that several of my dreams about the ideal busi-
ness model quickly had come true. 



...keep on 
dreaming

Another big dream came true

As my dreams of an ideal business came true quite suddenly I also real-
ized something else: for the past seven years my biggest dream in life had 
been to move to New York and to establish myself and support myself 
financially. The Green card came true in 2010. We moved in 2011. But it 
was only in April 2012 that I could finally also say that I was able to prop-
erly support myself financially. Think about it for a second. How often do 
you achieve a goal that you have been working towards for seven years? 
For me this was a first. It had taken two years more than my M.Sc. and 
had required substantially larger amounts of effort and investment. But it 
came true. When that happens, I think there is only one thing you can do: 
stop and appreciate it. And then...
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Looking into the future

I had made my biggest dream from the past seven years 
a reality. What was next? For myself I sometimes try to 
imagine my own future. Not because I think I can predict 
it, but because I think that a vivid and precise imagination 
of a compelling vision will make it easier to make it true. 
On the opposite page I have included two examples of 

when I have tried to imagine what the future of my work 
could look like. They are both quite extreme, and one of 
them is close to absurd. I basically got the idea that if my 
clients were the ten most influential people in the world I 
would most likely have to always fly around the globe to 
meet them. For obvious reasons I would love to do that, 
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Looking into the future

but I also want to have a somewhat normal family life. 
Then I had an idea: if I were to fly all the way around the 
globe each week, it would give me either six long days 
(westbound) or eight shorter days (eastbound). I found 
that I would rather have eight days of an average of 21 
hours and then I tried to make a weekly calendar of how 

I could see my family and still have meetings in all time 
zones every week. In the other case I wrote an e-mail to 
myself that I would love to receive from Rex W. Tillerson, 
the CEO of Exxon Mobil in 2014.  
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Focus

All my life I have been jumping from one activity to the 
next. LEGO. Drawing. Computer games. Programming. 
Web development. Fashion. Photography. Entrepre-
neurship. Studies. Video. Teaching. Coaching. Graphic 
design. Writing. I’ve been a jack of all trades and it has 
been a lot of fun to play so many different roles and to 
learn so many different fields and skills. But there is a 
limit to how successful I could be so long as I would 
leave a discipline just as I had gotten a hang of it. Men-
tors and friends have often given me the advice that I 
should learn to ‘focus’ – find one thing and stick with it. 
I hated when people told me that. I hated it because I 
knew they were right. And yet they were also wrong. Be-
cause although I couldn’t see it and although I couldn’t 
explain how, I knew that one day it would all come to-
gether. Yes, I had to focus. But not too soon. Not before 
I had found the right thing. Now I think I may have found 
it. Or I am at least getting very very close. For all the time 
I can remember I have always known that whatever I was 

doing was not something I wanted to do for the rest of 
my life. I knew it when I made websites. I knew it when 
I was a photographer. I knew it when I was in fashion. 
I just knew that I had to do it and do it properly for a 
while, but that it would eventually come to an end. And 
it always did. With the work I do now I still don’t know if I 
want to do it for the rest of my life, but I know something. 
I know that the certainty of not wanting to do it, is gone. 
I no longer know that I don’t want to do it. And yes, I can 
in fact imagine myself doing this at 85. 
This clarity has helped me focus on many levels and it 
is an incredible feeling. Yes, I still do a photography job 
once or twice a year when old clients call. Yes, I still help 
a friend get a website up. But I’m no longer trying to sell 
ten different things. Now I know what type of work I really 
want to do. And I do it. And I sell it. And I love it. On the 
following pages I have included very different examples 
of how this new focus has influenced my life. 
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Finding focus in my format

A simple visual evolution of the notebooks I used in 2011 
and 2012. From many different formats, sizes, colors and 
brands to a completely uniform and standard black, soft 
cover XL Moleskine. 

evolution of the 
notebooks
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evolution of the 
notebooks
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Emerging formats

By doing the same type of work over and over each 
week I have noticed how certain patterns begin to 
emerge inside my notebooks as well. On Mondays I 
make an increasingly visual overview of the clients and 
other projects I need to tend to in the week ahead. On 
this spread you can get a sense of the evolutionary pro-
cess. 

March

May June

July

August

September
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Emerging formats

October

December

November



Intentional
–
In whatever I did, I often asked myself “why am 
I doing this?” and reflected on how I could best 
do it in order to learn, to grow or just to enjoy. 
I learned to break and make habits and to con-
sciously choose what habits I wanted. I manifested 
my values in objects, faced deep fears and created 
guidelines for myself. I baked 100 loaves of bread. 
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Goals that I set in the beginning of the year

Early this year I made this simple list of three things I 
wanted less of and three opposites I wanted more of. 
Without necesarily consulting this list each time I had to 
make a decision, it still somehow became a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. 



Making and breaking habits

I think habits are great. They provide structure to my daily 
life so I can focus on what I think is most important. They 
are everywhere. Sleeping habits. Eating habits. E-mail 
habits. However, habits can also be leading to undesir-
able behavior. I used to have e-mail habits that made 
me miserable. I used to be addicted to coffee. I used to 
find it hard to get up in the morning. But this year I really 
learned to become aware of my many habits, break the 
ones I didn’t like and replace them with different ones 
that I enjoy more. Right now I have a bizarre habit of tak-
ing ice cold showers in the morning. It has taken months 
of practice but now I really enjoy it. A lot. But the point is 
not if cold showers are good or just stupid. The point is 
that anything is possible. That’s what I remind myself of. 
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Becoming fully me

Things can be said with many words or few words. 
Sometimes with no words. One day I used an entire page 
in my notebook and wrote: 



Guidelines
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I have a lot of ideas and beliefs in my head. Ideally I try to 
live and enact them every day and let them be reflected 
in my actions. To help me do this I often write them 

down. But some of the most core beliefs and insights 
I like to invest into certain personal objects that I often 
have with me. 



Role models 

I find it easy to talk the talk. To read inspiring books and 
discuss eastern philophy on a theoretical level. Much 
harder is it when I try to live it. To let the ideas become 
who I am. But ultimately it is also the only way it can ever 
really make sense. One way I make it easier for myself 

to act out my beliefs, is to find vivid role models like 
Dale Cooper from Twin Peaks or the Jedi Knights of Star 
Wars. In challenging situations I then ask myself “What 
would a Jedi have done?” and that way it is much easier 
to come up with a creative solution. 



dealing with stress and facing my deepest fears

After my initial head to head with my ego I probably 
thought that it would be over. However, 2012 has been 
a year where I have faced much more than my ego. I 
have also become aware of several patterns of stress 
behavior that I have learned through the years. Auto-
matic responses to certain situations. It’s like having a 
monster in the stomach. When it is sleeping everything is 

fine, but when certain things happen the monster wakes 
up and takes over the controls. This spread includes 
several pages from my own process of gradually becom-
ing aware of these patterns and slowly turning negative 
events into opportunities to break these old patterns and 
free myself. 
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dealing with stress and facing my deepest fears
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Baking 100 loaves of bread

In August I found the bread I have always wanted to eat. 
My wife’s step dad had baked it himself, following a long 
and detailed recipe from Tartine Bakery in San Francisco. 
Upon return to New York City I ordered the book and be-
gan experimenting. It was very difficult to get it right and 

I decided to bake 100 loaves to practice. As I went along 
the results became better and better and in November 
I baked loaf no. 100. I’m still no master but it gives me 
great joy to make and bake bread and to share it with 
friends and random homeless people on the street. 
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Integration of goals

This is an attempt to map my different goals in life. Some 
goals are big goals but also too abstract to be actionable 
and too vague to be measurable. Others are small and 
precise but only make sense because they are merely 
indicators or enablers of other goals. 



Books I have enjoyed

Small is Beautiful
I particularly loved this collection of essays because they 
challenge some of our current economic thinking by ask-
ing very basic questions about our real goals for society. 
In current economic thinking the goals are growth and 
wealth, but how would we design our economy if we 
started with goals like happiness and safety? Especially 
the essay on Buddhist economics is a classic. And 
this book was not written by some granola eating tree 
hugger. E.F. Schumacher was an old school economist 
who was serving as Chief Economic Advisor to the UK 
National Coal Board for two decades. 

Tools For Conviviality
I love books that challenge my ideas. Even if I’m not fully 
convinced I love that a good argument can at least make 
me question some of my assumptions. Ivan Illich argues 
that we would all be happier if nobody could ever travel 
faster than the speed of a bicycle. A city bus or subway 
may be ok, but trains, planes, trucks and private cars, he 
argues, does more harm than good. As much as I love 
flying, I think he is actually on to something. Read for 
yourself and let’s discuss next time we meet. 

Good To Great
A classic in the realm of management litterature, Good 
To Great is an inspiring study of the few companies in 
the world which managed to transition from an extended 
period of following the general market and competition 
and become companies that beat the market more than 
four times and to maintain that for an extended period. 
What were the changes in these companies that allowed 
the company to make this transition? The text is inspiring 
and well written and the findings are illuminating. While 
I find many of them to be common-sensical, this study 
shows how hard it can be to follow in real life. 

Flow. The Theory of Optiamal Experience 
Based on the past few decades of research in psychol-
ogy, Csikszentmihalyi is able to describe in words the 
ephemeral sense of well-being that can happen when 
you are fully focused on a particular activity. He distin-
guished between pleasure, which is based on satisfying 
bodily needs like food, rest and sex, and enjoyment, 
which is the thrill of taking on an appropriate challenge 
that requires all your skill and focus. Reading this book 
has made me aware of the way my parents have raised 

The hedgehog concept from Good To Great



Books I have enjoyed

me and how it seems that since very early in my life I 
have had plenty of opportunities to experience flow. In 
fact, most of what I’ve done have in many ways been 
pursuits of this. However, the book also allowed me to 
better understand the mechanics of this experience I’ve 
already had so many times, which has helped me make 
little adjustments in my daily life and in the way I do 
things, in order to make them more enjoyable. I highly 
recommend this. 

Switch
How to make change? If you’re the CEO of a company 
you get to decide and people have to follow your com-
mand. But what if you are trying to make change without 
being the formal leader? Or even if you are the CEO, how 
do you actually make sure that change can happen? This 
book creates a very simple framework for how you can 
approach this in the form of an analogy to a rider on an 
elephant. Sometimes change doesn’t happen because 
you know what you should do (stop smoking, start run-
ning) but you are not motivated. The rider knows but the 
elephant doesn’t move. Other times you are very moti-
vated (the new bold vision for your company) but it’s hard 
to know where to begin. The book gives plenty of good 
stories that are both entertaining and memorable. 

Notes from Switch



Making Good
My friend Dev wrote this little gem about finding mean-
ing and money in what he calls the new Making Good 
economy. It’s equal parts self-help and personal story 
and I found it good because it helped me articulate 
things I have experienced and gave good advice on how 
to proceed. 

The Way Of The Superior Man
I have an ambivalent relation to self-help books. On the 
one hand I think they can be incredibly stupid and say all 
the right things that are so hard to do. Thus, reading self-
help books does not in itself guarantee anything. How-
ever, on the other hand I’ve also read more than a few 
books in this realm that I have greatly enjoyed and which 
have helped me grow and become more myself. The title 
of this book is surely not modest, but it really inspired me 
and was a propelling force in my personal growth this 
year. It was especially good in helping me understand 
and connect with a deep sense of masculinity that I have 
rarely experienced before. 

Strong & Fearless
This book says a lot of the same things as The Superior 
Man. Some people will like the quasi-scientific attitude 
of this, e.g. not just saying “you should breathe with your 
diaphraghm instead of your chest” but goes into explain-
ing why this makes sense through the anatomy of the 
lungs. Stuff like that helps me remember and motivates 
me because it’s not just advice but it feels grounded in 
something. However, the book itself is not super well 
written and sometimes it’s surely more quasi than scien-
tific. I would only read it if you’re already highly motivated 
to make changes in your life and just need more details 
and instruction on how to do it. I learned a lot of great 
stretch excercises in this book that I do every single 
morning now. 

The Pleasures and Sorrows of Work
By closely examining how work actually takes place, 
Alain de Botton weaves eight wonderful tales of our 
current society as seen from a very different perspec-
tive. How does biscuit manufacturing take place? When 
a pack of tuna steaks says “line caught” then who are 
the people that catch the tuna and how? How does the 
everyday life of a rocket scientist look? 

The Art Of Travel
Why do we travel? How do we do it? Alain de Botton 
explores this phenomenon and writes about it beautifully. 
This was the book that inspired me to write poems and 
make more drawings again. 

How Are Things
A man goes to a party and an acquiantance asks him 
“how are things?” After this the question will not leave 
his mind. Things? How are they? So he wrote this philo-
sophical experiment where he attempts to answer this 
question. It’s worthwhile reading because some of his 
descriptions allowed me to see my own world in a new 
and more interesting light. 

The Places In Between
Rory Stewart walked through Afghanistan in 2002, shortly 
after the American invasion. It’s an incredible tale with 
rich descriptions of the people and customs in a part of 
the world that we all hear about in the news but never get 
to see up close like this. 

FICTION

Norwegian Wood 
The Great Gatsby
Heart Of Darkness
The Manual Of Detection

Books I have enjoyed
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Books I have enjoyed



Summing up 
and looking 
ahead
–
My biggest successes and a few final thoughts 
about the future. 
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My biggest successes in 2012:
_I created my own dream job that I enjoy
_I finally made a huge dream come true: living and sup-
porting myself in NYC
_A new sense of freedom to break and build habits and 
shape my life and experience based on my biggest goals 
_A daily sense of deep joy from various activities that 
require focused attention and skill (work, rock climbing, 
baking, stretching, meditation) 
_Almost every day getting to spend time with the people 
I love and admire. The people that inspire me and sup-
port me. 

Summary
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I’m incredibly excited about 2013. I look forward to 
continue my work on full speed. With confidence and 
eagerness to learn and grow. To gain much more experi-
ence from doing more work with new and old clients. 
And at the same time to continue cultivating my own 
intentionality and my personal growth. Specifically, I still 
feel that my ability to meditate is quite limited and I have 
a sense that there is an almost infinite avenue of practice 
to explore. I’m also excited to continue exploring my own 
masculine self and build strength in both my body and 
mind. 
One of the most important realizations I have had in 2012 
is the importance of being able to hold two contradictory 
thoughts in my mind at the same time. For example: To 

Looking forward

set ambitious goals for the future and focus attention and 
effort on achieving them while at the same time realizing 
that my personal happiness does not depend on achiev-
ing the goals, but only on the attitude I put into it along 
the way. Or to be ever grateful for the help and support I 
receive from others while at the same time also knowing 
that I support and provide invaluable support for others. 
It is like saying “thank you and you’re welcome”. That the 
ultimate selfish act can be to give to someone else. 
I think this is what some eastern philosophies refer to as 
non-duality. That the opposite ends of the same spec-
trum can in fact meet and become the same thing. It is 
still a very new idea for me and I look much forward to 
better understand and internalize it more in 2013. 



Mathias Vestergaard Corp.
1323 Myrtle Ave Apt 3R
Brooklyn NY 11221
USA
T: 347-987-5098
M: m@mathiasvestergaard.com
Twitter: @ideasarenothing & @mathiasnyc
www.ideasarenothing.com
www.mathiasvestergaard.com 

See 
you in 
2013


